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Sunday September 25th, 2016 
      

5:00 am CCTV English News - The English language news channel from China Central Television 
(CCTV) in Beijing, the nation's largest national broadcasting network.   

 
5:30 am NHK World English News - News from Japan's Broadcasting Corporation, NHK, 

delivering the latest in business, technology, health, environmental and world news, in 
English.   

 
5:45 am France 24 Feature - News feature in English from France 24, Paris.   
 
6:00 am France 24 English News - International news and current affairs television from Paris, 

offering a French perspective on world events, in English.   
 
6:30 am Deutsche Welle English News - News and analysis of the top international and 

European news and current affairs from Berlin, in English.   
 
7:00 am Al Jazeera English News - News via satellite from Al Jazeera Satellite Network, Qatar, in 

English.   
 
7:30 am Italian News - News via satellite from RAI Rome in Italian, no subtitles.   
 
8:10 am Filipino News - News via satellite from ABS-CBN Manila, in Tagalog, no subtitles.   
 
8:40 am French News - News via satellite from FT2 Paris, in French, no subtitles.   
 
9:30 am Premier League: Manchester United V Leicester Live - Manchester United v Leicester - 

SBS football reporter Lucy Zelic and SBS football analyst and former Crystal Palace 
player Craig Foster host coverage of the biggest league in the world. (England) (Sport) 
(Football/Soccer)   

 
12:00 pm Arabic News - News via satellite from DRTV Dubai, in Arabic, no subtitles.   
 
12:30 pm Turkish News - News via satellite from TRT Turkey, in Turkish, no subtitles.   
 
1:00 pm The Bowls Show - The Bowls Show program features a mix of highlights of the sport's 

biggest events, including the Australian Premier League, Australian Open, and Australian 
Indoor Championships, and segments on coaching, clubs, social bowls, and high 
performance aspects with integration of Australian Jackaroos talent in each episode. 
(From Australia) (Sport)   

 
2:00 pm Speedweek - A comprehensive motor sports program for speed enthusiasts. (Motor 

Sport) CC   
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4:00 pm Cycling: Evocities MTB Series 2016 - All the highlights from the Evocities MTB series 

2016, now in its second year of fun and competitive mountain bike events in regional 
NSW. (Cycling) CC 

 
5:00 pm Small Business Secrets - This episode checks out booming niche businesses: from 

Vietnamese pork roll chain Destination Roll about their expansion plans, to the Indigenous 
printing company Print Junction, which is growing in the midst of a declining sector. In 
Orange, NRL Bulldogs legend Peter Mortimer gives a tour of his winery Mortimers Wines. 
Explore the booming niche of high-end dog grooming and chat to Saibu no Akuma about 
bringing bespoke men's fashion back with the help of MYOB. (S.1 Ep.9) (An SBS 
Production) (Documentary Series) (Class. tba) CC **New Episode**    

 
5:30 pm Nazi Megastructures - V2 Rocket Bases - The first ever long-range rockets were 

designed and built by the Nazis in a network of top secret research labs, underground 
silos and hi-tech launch pads. This is the story of how scientist Werner von Braun 
heralded the birth of ballistic missiles and laid the technological foundations for the space 
race. (Part 3 of 6) (From the US) (Documentary) (Rpt) PG CC   

 
6:30 pm SBS World News - Up-to-date reports and analysis of the major national and international 

news stories of the day in Australia's only world news service. (An SBS Production)   
 
7:30 pm The Celts - In episode three the Roman Army turns its attention to an island of rich 

resources, powerful tribes and druids, and advanced military equipment - Britain. We tell 
the story of the Celts last stand against the Roman Army - a revolt led by another great 
leader, the warrior Queen Boudicca. (Part 3 of 3) (From Germany, in English) 
(Documentary Series) PG(V,A) CC **Final Episode** 

 
8:35 pm Obama: Eight Years Of Power - Obama set out to end George Bush's wars in the Middle 

East and reset relations with the rest of the world. Obama has kept his promise to keep 
the US army out of the Middle East but the region remained unstable and ISIS gained a 
foothold in Syria and Iraq. But Obama scored one big win: he negotiated a secret deal to 
end the nuclear threat from Iran - behind the backs of his closest allies. In his second 
term, Obama tried to tackle America's most intractable social problems - guns, 
immigration and race. (Part 2 of 2) (From the UK) (Documentary Series) (Class. tba) CC 
**Final Episode**   

 
10:50 pm Policing The Police - Over the past several years, the deaths of unarmed Black men at 

the hands of police officers have sparked a national debate about race, policing and civil 
rights, with the Department of Justice stepping in to mandate reform at several troubled 
police forces. Frontline and New Yorker staff writer Jelani Cobb takes viewers on a rare, 
up-close journey inside one police department that's been ordered to change its ways: the 
force in Newark, New Jersey. Newark is a poor city plagued by violent crime, where the 
victims and perpetrators are usually Black, and the police force itself is largely Black and 
Latino. Examining the difficulties of fixing a broken relationship after decades of mutual 
mistrust, the documentary is a must-watch look inside a police force in transition, and a 
powerful case study in the broader debate over policing in America. (From the US) 
(Documentary) (Class. tba) CC **Premiere** 
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MOVIE: 

11:50 pm The Secrets - Two brilliant young religious women meet in a seminary for women in 
Safed, the ancient Kabbalistic town. Their encounter with a sick French woman, recently 
released from jail after serving 15 years for murder, leads them to delve into the mysteries 
of the Kabbalah in order to purge her soul. Directed by Avi Nesher and stars Fanny 
Ardant, Ania Bukstein and Michal Shtamler. (From Israel, in Hebrew and French) (Drama) 
(2007) (Rpt) M(S,L,N)   

 
 MOVIE: 
2:05 am The Time That Remains - Based on his father's old diaries, a man explores the life of his 

Palestinian family from 1948 to the present day, examining the injustice of those forced to 
live as strangers in their own land. Nominated for the Palme d'Or at Cannes in 2009. 
Directed by and stars Elia Suleiman. Also stars Saleh Bakri and Shafika Bajjali. (From 
Israel, in Arabic, Hebrew and English) (Drama) (2009) (Rpt) M (A,V,L) CC 

 
4:00 am Life On Us - There is an unexplored planet in the Solar System. A strange world of 

bizarre creatures locked in a fight for survival. This planet is the human body and it’s 
teeming with unknown ecosystems. Our bodies are home to a trillion cells that are not us - 
but are very much the making of us. Bugs cling to our skin and grasp onto our hair. They 
live inside our gut, in our blood and even in our brain. They determine our health, body 
shape, mood and even our behaviour. We are super-organisms, part of an interconnected 
web of life. This hidden world is brought to life through fascinating personal accounts, 
breakthroughs in scientific insights and by the use of the latest imaging technologies. (Part 
1 of 2) (Commissioned by SBS) (Documentary) (Rpt) M(N,A) CC    
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5:00 am CCTV English News - The English language news channel from China Central Television 
(CCTV) in Beijing, the nation's largest national broadcasting network.   

 
5:30 am NHK World English News - News from Japan's Broadcasting Corporation, NHK, 

delivering the latest in business, technology, health, environmental and world news, in 
English.   

 
5:45 am France 24 Feature - News feature in English from France 24, Paris.   
 
6:00 am France 24 English News - International news and current affairs television from Paris, 

offering a French perspective on world events, in English.   
 
6:30 am Deutsche Welle English News - News and analysis of the top international and 

European news and current affairs from Berlin, in English.   
 
7:00 am Al Jazeera English News - News via satellite from Al Jazeera Satellite Network, Qatar, in 

English.   
 
7:30 am Italian News - News via satellite from RAI Rome in Italian, no subtitles.   
 
8:10 am Filipino News - News via satellite from ABS-CBN Manila, in Tagalog, no subtitles.   
 
8:40 am French News - News via satellite from FT2 Paris, in French, no subtitles.   
 
9:30 am Greek News From Cyprus - News via satellite from CyBC Cyprus, in Greek, no subtitles.   
 
10:30 am German News - News via satellite from DW Berlin, in German, no subtitles.   
 
11:00 am Spanish News - News via satellite from RTVE Madrid, in Spanish, no subtitles.   
 
12:00 pm Arabic News - News via satellite from DRTV Dubai, in Arabic, no subtitles.   
 
12:30 pm Turkish News - News via satellite from TRT Turkey, in Turkish, no subtitles.   
 
1:00 pm Al Jazeera News - News via satellite from Al Jazeera Satellite Network, Qatar, in English.   
 
2:00 pm Handa Opera On Sydney Harbour - Fireworks and a giant chandelier provide the 

magnificent backdrop to Verdi’s timeless love story with extravagance, romance and 
tragedy. Set on a floating stage on Sydney Harbour in a landmark event from Opera 
Australia. (From Australia, in Italian) (Arts) (Musical/Opera)   

 
4:20 pm Johnny Kingdom And The Bears Of Alaska - Johnny Kingdom, aka the 'Wild Man of 

Exmoor', is back and going further than he's ever been before - the trip of a lifetime to 
Kodiak Island in Alaska in search of brown bears. (From the UK) (Documentary) (Rpt) G 
CC   

 
5:30 pm Letters And Numbers - Two contestants pit their linguistic and numerical skills against 

each other and the clock in this entertaining quiz show. Join host Richard Morecroft along 
with maths whiz Lily Serna and wordsmith David Astle. (Commissioned by SBS) 
(Entertainment Series) (Rpt) G CC   
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6:00 pm Rachel Khoo's Kitchen Notebook: London - Fashion - In this brand new series, the 

delightful cook and food writer Rachel Khoo finds herself living back in the city where she 
was born and bred and getting re-acquainted with one of the world’s most exciting capitals 
and its fantastic food. Capturing London's individual style, the series kicks off with a visit to 
a pop-up restaurant (hidden at the back of a boutique), and Rachel checks out one of the 
city's unique rooftop haunts. (Ep.1) (From the UK) (Food Series) (Rpt) G CC   

 
6:30 pm SBS World News - Up-to-date reports and analysis of the major national and international 

news stories of the day in Australia's only world news service. (An SBS Production)   
 
7:30 pm 24 Hours In Emergency - Handle With Care - Lawrence is rushed to St George’s after 

being hit by a car while crossing the road on a night out in Eastbourne. He was thrown 
fifteen feet after ‘bullseyeing’ the car’s windscreen. Lawrence was bleeding from his ears 
and was put into an induced coma at the scene by emergency doctors. Katrina is brought 
in after having difficulty breathing and chest pains that could indicate a heart attack. And 
63-year-old former lollipop lady Angela has come in with her sister Sue after being 
attacked by one of her cats, as she shouted at a fox in the garden. (S.8 Ep.5) (From the 
UK) (Documentary Series) M CC   

 
8:30 pm Richard Hammond's Wild Weather - Wind, The Invisible Force - Richard Hammond 

travels literally to the ends of the earth in this new groundbreaking series to experience, 
explain and understand the science of the most extreme weather conditions on the planet 
and their effects and particular dangers. Using a wide range of new and specially invented 
technology and innovative, exciting experiments, audiences will be taken on a thrilling and 
never before seen, and in some parts unknown, journey into the most extreme weather 
conditions on earth. In the premiere episode, Richard Hammond investigates what causes 
wind, and how it actually starts. He visits one of the windiest places on the planet, walks 
into the centre of a man-made tornado and creates a 10-metre high whirlwind - made of 
fire. (Part 1 of 3) (From the UK) (Documentary) (Rpt) G CC   

 
9:35 pm The Five - Danny and Ally make a shocking discovery and begin to wonder just what kind 

of a man Jesse may have become. Pru reaches a crossroad when Slade offers her an 
interesting proposition. Mark finds himself back on Laura’s doorstep when a new client 
puts some work his way. But then he’s thrown into turmoil when he realises his closest 
friends have been lying to him. (S.1 Ep.3) (From the UK) (Drama Series) M(V) CC **New 
Episode**   

 
10:30 pm SBS World News Late Edition - Up-to-date reports and analysis of the major national 

and international news stories of the day in Australia's only world news service. (An SBS 
Production) CC   

 
11:00 pm The World Game - Join the SBS football team for highlights and previews, plus the best 

action, news and exclusive interviews from around the football world. (An SBS Production) 
(Football/Soccer) CC   

 
11:30 pm Spiral - Arms dealer Kolabi is taken into custody and confronted with the evidence against 

him for the murder of Cetin. His sim card reveals further clues linking him to Rodi Ozbek 
and arms dealing. Riffaut is warned of Kolabi's arrest but is determined to continue with 
his plan. Bertaud's team witness Riffaut buying explosives from Rodi, but Riffaut escapes. 
(S.4 Ep.11) (From France, in French & Kurdish) (Drama Series) M(S,V,L) 
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12:40 am Spiral - Herville is ordered to work with Special Branch to find Riffaut,  but he ignores the 

order and risks the lives of Bertaud's team to catch Riffault. Judge Roban's case is heard 
at the Court of Apeal and he is acquitted and returned to his office. Thomas Riffaut 
realises the police are on to him and questions whether now is the right time for their 
attack. Sophie Mazerat leaves him and attempts to bomb the police headquarters without 
him. (S.4 Ep.12) (From France, in French) (Drama Series) M(S,V,L) 

 
 MOVIE: 
2:00 am Vengeance - Costello, a retired assassin living in France, swears revenge after a violent 

attack on his daughter's family in Hong Kong, during which her husband and two children 
are murdered. To help him find the killers, he hires three local hit-men. But with a bullet 
lodged in his brain from a previous assignment, Costello's forgetfulness causes 
complications. Nominated for the Palme d'Or at the 2009 Cannes Film Festival. Directed 
by Johnnie To and stars Johnny Hallyday, Sylvie Testud and Simon Yam. (From Hong 
Kong, in Cantonese, English and French) (Thriller) (2009) (Rpt) MA(V,S) CC  

 
3:55 am 24 Hours In Emergency - Luck Of The Draw - This fast-paced and insightful series 

returns for a fifth season which chronicles the real lives of doctors, triage nurses, matrons, 
consultants and surgeons in London’s Kings College Hospital’s A&E department. This 
game-changing approach to multi-camera filming emphasises the impact of time in a 
dramatic life-or-death situation, in a hospital unit where lives change permanently, where 
heroes save ordinary people, where the amazing happens, where there is joy, relief, 
sometimes tears and - perpetually - the unexpected. (S.5,Ep.2) (From the UK) 
(Documentary) (Rpt) M(A,L) CC   

 
4:55 am Destination Flavour Scandinavia Bitesize - Join Adam Liaw as he revisits the highlights 

from his Scandinavian food adventures. (From Australia) (Food) (Rpt) G CC    
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5:00 am CCTV English News - The English language news channel from China Central Television 
(CCTV) in Beijing, the nation's largest national broadcasting network.   

 
5:30 am NHK World English News - News from Japan's Broadcasting Corporation, NHK, 

delivering the latest in business, technology, health, environmental and world news, in 
English.   

 
6:00 am France 24 English News - International news and current affairs television from Paris, 

offering a French perspective on world events, in English.   
 
6:30 am Deutsche Welle English News - News and analysis of the top international and 

European news and current affairs from Berlin, in English.   
 
7:00 am Al Jazeera English News - News via satellite from Al Jazeera Satellite Network, Qatar, in 

English.   
 
7:30 am Italian News - News via satellite from RAI Rome in Italian, no subtitles.   
 
8:10 am Filipino News - News via satellite from ABS-CBN Manila, in Tagalog, no subtitles.   
 
8:40 am French News - News via satellite from FT2 Paris, in French, no subtitles.   
 
9:30 am Greek News From Cyprus - News via satellite from CyBC Cyprus, in Greek, no subtitles.   
 
10:30 am German News - News via satellite from DW Berlin, in German, no subtitles.   
 
11:00 am Spanish News - News via satellite from RTVE Madrid, in Spanish, no subtitles.   
 
12:00 pm Arabic News - News via satellite from DRTV Dubai, in Arabic, no subtitles.   
 
12:30 pm Turkish News - News via satellite from TRT Turkey, in Turkish, no subtitles.   
 
1:00 pm PBS Newshour - Reviews and analysis of the day's news presented by Gwen Ifill and 

Judy Woodruff for the Public Broadcasting Service (PBS) in the United States.   
 
2:00 pm Andrea Boccelli: Cinema - From the internationally famous Dolby Theater in the heart of 

Hollywood, Andrea Bocelli pays musical tribute to the silver screen in a lush concert of 
beloved songs from the movies. Joined by Grammy-winning producer David Foster, the 
renowned tenor performs memorable favorites from blockbuster classics including The 
Godfather, Scent of a Woman, Dr. Zhivago, Once Upon a Time in America, Breakfast at 
Tiffany’s and many more. (From the US) (Arts) (Rpt) G CC   

 
3:30 pm Acid Ocean - Marine scientists across the world are racing to tackle the most urgent 

environmental challenge facing our planet today - ocean acidification. From the icy polar 
seas to the world's most pristine coral reefs we track the latest scientific research. 
Heading the investigation is Dr Katharina Fabricius from the Australian Institute of Marine 
Science. She's made a game-changing discovery. Nestled amongst Papua New Guinea's 
stunning coral gardens is a unique reef - a window to the future of our oceans. (From 
Australia) (Documentary) (Rpt) G CC   
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4:30 pm The Return Of The Tiger - Five years ago the tigers of Sariska Reserve, India, were 

completely wiped out by poachers. It was a huge setback in the war to save this treasured 
species from extinction - but now conservationists are fighting back. This beautiful 
documentary follows a female tiger and a hot-blooded male over 18 months as they try to 
establish their new territory, learn to hunt their prey and dodge the ever-present threat of 
poachers. (Part 1 of 2) (From the UK) (Documentary) (Nature) (Rpt) PG CC   

 
5:30 pm Letters And Numbers - Two contestants pit their linguistic and numerical skills against 

each other and the clock in this entertaining quiz show. Join host Richard Morecroft along 
with maths whiz Lily Serna and wordsmith David Astle. (Commissioned by SBS) 
(Entertainment Series) (Rpt) G CC   

 
6:00 pm Rachel Khoo's Kitchen Notebook: London - Crowd Pleasers - Rachel explores the 

food scene in vibrant East London, and visits her favourite 24-hour bagel shop, where she 
discovers that a simple approach is often the secret to success. From a twist on chilli and 
tortillas to colourful canapés perfect for entertaining, Rachel whips up some fuss-free 
crowd pleasers. (Ep.2) (From the UK) (Food Series) (Rpt) G CC   

 
6:30 pm SBS World News - Up-to-date reports and analysis of the major national and international 

news stories of the day in Australia's only world news service. (An SBS Production)   
 
7:30 pm Who Do You Think You Are? - Delta Goodrem - Singer-songwriter Delta Goodrem has 

searched for the creative connection in her ancestry - some link that would explain her 
own abilities. Her infectious curiosity is rewarded by the intricate adventures of her great 
grandmother, an enigmatic woman whose life took some unexpected twists and turns. As 
family secrets are revealed, Delta unveils her spirited great grandmother's passions in 
marvellous Melbourne. (S.8 Ep.3) (From Australia) (Documentary Series) (Class. tba) CC 
**New Episode**    

 
8:30 pm Insight - Australian current affairs forum, with lively debate and powerful first-person 

stories. Hosted by award-winning journalist Jenny Brockie. (An SBS Production) CC   
 
9:30 pm Dateline - A world of daring stories - Dateline is an award-winning current affairs program 

bringing you the unexpected from every corner of the globe. (An SBS Production) CC   
 
10:00 pm SBS World News Late Edition - Up-to-date reports and analysis of the major national 

and international news stories of the day in Australia's only world news service. (An SBS 
Production) CC   

 
10:30 pm Italy 1992 - When a politician is arrested in Milan, a series of large-scale investigations 

are set in motion marking the beginning of Italy's infamous Tangentopoli (Bribesville) 
scandal and the 'clean hands' operation. This drama series follows six people whose lives 
are intertwined with the rapidly changing political landscape of early 90s Italy: the hottest 
and most dramatic year in contemporary Italian history. This first episode sees politican 
Mario Chiesa's arrest ingite a nationwide scandal. The political fallout spreads across the 
country. (S.1 Ep.1) (From Italy, in Italian) (Drama Series) MA(S) **New Series Premiere**  

 
11:30 pm Italy 1992 - Showgirl Veronica's TV career is on the verge of a major breakthrough, but 

the Tangentopoli affair seems to stop her in her track. Pietro, a Gulf war veteran, takes on 
the challenge of politics. (S.1 Ep.2) (From Italy, in Italian) (Drama Series) MA(S) **New 
Episode**     
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EASTERN STATES (QLD, NSW, ACT, VIC, TAS) 

 
 MOVIE: 
12:30 am The Secret In Their Eyes - Benjamín Espósito, a recently retired federal agent, decides 

to write a novel based on an unresolved homicide case he investigated 25 years earlier. 
He hopes to find closure for his failure in the investigation and for the unreciprocated love 
of his old boss - both of which still haunt him decades later. Winner of the 2010 Academy 
Awards for Best Foreign Language Film. Directed by Juan José Campanella and stars 
Ricardo Darín, Soledad Villamil and Pablo Rago. (From Argentina, in Spanish) (Drama) 
(2009) (Rpt) MA(V,N)   

 
2:50 am 24 Hours In Police Custody - Conspiracy to Murder - Original, exciting, funny and 

shocking, this new eight-part documentary series provides a unique insight into the 
challenges facing the police in the 21st century. Filmed using a combination of fixed and 
handheld cameras, it follows the officers of the Bedfordshire Police as they go about their 
daily work. From the cell block to the police chief, the series shows a modern police 
station as never seen before. The first episode opens with the dawn arrest of a man on 
suspicion of conspiracy to murder. The film documents the work of the lead detectives as 
they investigate and interview the suspect. (S.1,Ep.1) (From the UK) (Documentary 
Series) (Rpt) M(A,L) CC   

 
3:55 am Food Lovers' Guide To Australia - Maeve O'Meara and Joanna Savill continue to 

explore the best food and produce around. In this episode, a pair of young indigenous 
women travel the outback to cook at a huge bush carnival; the making of syrupy Lebanese 
baklava from Abla's Pastry; and a samphire (sea-asparagus) dish from Kangaroo Island. 
(An SBS Production) (Food Series) (Rpt) G CC   

 
4:25 am Destination Flavour Scandinavia Bitesize - Join Adam Liaw as he revisits the highlights 

from his Scandinavian food adventures. (From Australia) (Food) (Rpt) G CC   
 
4:30 am UEFA Champions League: Dortmund V Real Madrid Live - Live coverage of the UEFA 

Champions League as Borussia Dortmund take on Real Madrid at Signal Iduna Park in 
Dortmund, North Rhine-Westphalia, Germany. (Football/Soccer) **Live** 
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CENTRAL STATES 

(SOUTH AUSTRALIA & NORTHERN TERRITORY) 
  

MOVIE: 
12:30 am The Secret In Their Eyes - Benjamín Espósito, a recently retired federal agent, decides 

to write a novel based on an unresolved homicide case he investigated 25 years earlier. 
He hopes to find closure for his failure in the investigation and for the unreciprocated love 
of his old boss - both of which still haunt him decades later. Winner of the 2010 Academy 
Awards for Best Foreign Language Film. Directed by Juan José Campanella and stars 
Ricardo Darín, Soledad Villamil and Pablo Rago. (From Argentina, in Spanish) (Drama) 
(2009) (Rpt) MA(V,N)   

 
2:50 am 24 Hours In Police Custody - Conspiracy to Murder - Original, exciting, funny and 

shocking, this new eight-part documentary series provides a unique insight into the 
challenges facing the police in the 21st century. Filmed using a combination of fixed and 
handheld cameras, it follows the officers of the Bedfordshire Police as they go about their 
daily work. From the cell block to the police chief, the series shows a modern police 
station as never seen before. The first episode opens with the dawn arrest of a man on 
suspicion of conspiracy to murder. The film documents the work of the lead detectives as 
they investigate and interview the suspect. (S.1,Ep.1) (From the UK) (Documentary 
Series) (Rpt) M(A,L) CC   

 
4:25 am Destination Flavour Scandinavia Bitesize - Join Adam Liaw as he revisits the highlights 

from his Scandinavian food adventures. (From Australia) (Food) (Rpt) G CC   
 
4:00 am UEFA Champions League: Dortmund V Real Madrid Live - Live coverage of the UEFA 

Champions League Matchday 2 as Borussia Dortmund take on Real Madrid at Signal 
Iduna Park in Dortmund, North Rhine-Westphalia, Germany. (Football/Soccer) **Live** 

 
6:30 am Deutsche Welle English News - News and analysis of the top international and 

European news and current affairs from Berlin, in English.   
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WESTERN AUSTRALIA 

 
12:30 am 24 Hours In Police Custody - Conspiracy to Murder - Original, exciting, funny and 

shocking, this new eight-part documentary series provides a unique insight into the 
challenges facing the police in the 21st century. Filmed using a combination of fixed and 
handheld cameras, it follows the officers of the Bedfordshire Police as they go about their 
daily work. From the cell block to the police chief, the series shows a modern police 
station as never seen before. The first episode opens with the dawn arrest of a man on 
suspicion of conspiracy to murder. The film documents the work of the lead detectives as 
they investigate and interview the suspect. (S.1,Ep.1) (From the UK) (Documentary 
Series) (Rpt) M(A,L) CC   

 
1:30 am Food Lovers' Guide To Australia - Maeve O'Meara and Joanna Savill continue to 

explore the best food and produce around. In this episode, a pair of young indigenous 
women travel the outback to cook at a huge bush carnival; the making of syrupy Lebanese 
baklava from Abla's Pastry; and a samphire (sea-asparagus) dish from Kangaroo Island. 
(An SBS Production) (Food Series) (Rpt) G CC   

 
2:00 am Food Lovers' Guide To Australia - Maeve O'Meara and Joanna Savill continue to 

explore the best food and produce around. In this episode, a pair of young indigenous 
women travel the outback to cook at a huge bush carnival; the making of syrupy Lebanese 
baklava from Abla's Pastry; and a samphire (sea-asparagus) dish from Kangaroo Island. 
(An SBS Production) (Food Series) (Rpt) G CC   

 
2:30 am UEFA Champions League: Dortmund V Real Madrid Live - Live coverage of the UEFA 

Champions League Matchday 2 as Borussia Dortmund take on Real Madrid at Signal 
Iduna Park in Dortmund, North Rhine-Westphalia, Germany. (Football/Soccer) **Live** 

 
5:00 am CCTV English News - The English language news channel from China Central Television 

(CCTV) in Beijing, the nation's largest national broadcasting network.   
 
5:30 am NHK World English News - News from Japan's Broadcasting Corporation, NHK, 

delivering the latest in business, technology, health, environmental and world news, in 
English.   

 
6:00 am France 24 English News - International news and current affairs television from Paris, 

offering a French perspective on world events, in English.   
 
6:30 am Deutsche Welle English News - News and analysis of the top international and 

European news and current affairs from Berlin, in English.   
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Wednesday September 28th, 2016 
ALL MARKETS REJOIN 

      
7:00 am Al Jazeera English News - News via satellite from Al Jazeera Satellite Network, Qatar, in 

English.   
 
7:30 am Italian News - News via satellite from RAI Rome in Italian, no subtitles.   
 
8:10 am Filipino News - News via satellite from ABS-CBN Manila, in Tagalog, no subtitles.   
 
8:40 am French News - News via satellite from FT2 Paris, in French, no subtitles.   
 
9:30 am Greek News From Cyprus - News via satellite from CyBC Cyprus, in Greek, no subtitles.   
 
9:50 am Football 2016: FIFA Futsal World Cup Semi Final -    
 
11:15 am Spanish News - News via satellite from RTVE Madrid, in Spanish, no subtitles.   
 
12:00 pm Arabic News - News via satellite from DRTV Dubai, in Arabic, no subtitles.   
 
12:30 pm Turkish News - News via satellite from TRT Turkey, in Turkish, no subtitles.   
 
1:00 pm PBS Newshour - Reviews and analysis of the day's news presented by Gwen Ifill and 

Judy Woodruff for the Public Broadcasting Service (PBS) in the United States.   
 
2:00 pm Brits Who Built The Modern World - The Freedom of the Future - This is the definitive 

story of how one generation of British architects, born within five years of each other, 
changed the world with a bold new approach to architecture, led by Norman Foster and 
Richard Rogers with their high-tech vision. The first episode includes glimpses of some of 
their most stunning recent work, such as London's new 'Cheesegrater' skyscraper, 
Spaceport America and the KK100 skyscraper in China (the tallest tower ever built by a 
British architect), before looking in detail at some of their revolutionary projects from the 
1960s and 70s. (Part 1 of 3) (From the UK) (Documentary/Architecture) (Rpt) PG CC   

 
3:00 pm Dateline - A world of daring stories - Dateline is an award-winning current affairs program 

bringing you the unexpected from every corner of the globe. (An SBS Production) CC   
 
3:30 pm Insight - Australian current affairs forum, with lively debate and powerful first-person 

stories. Hosted by award-winning journalist Jenny Brockie. (An SBS Production) CC   
 
4:30 pm Wild Berlin - Away from this city's rich culture, history, architecture and nightlife, Berlin 

has a natural wild side - a fascinating parallel world of wildlife wonders great and small, 
right on the doorstep. For every human inhabitant of Berlin there are at least two birds, 
and nowhere else are so many sparrows and nightingales to be found as in Germany’s 
capital. Swarms of bees harvest the honey from the city’s almost half a million trees, while 
badgers can be found scurrying across courtyards and praying mantises await their prey 
in strips of railway land. The metropolis of Berlin is an urban jungle, providing a habitat for 
thousands of racoons, foxes, bats, squirrels, hedgehogs and beavers - Berlin is wild in 
more ways than one. (From Germany, in English) (Documentary) (Rpt) G CC   

 
5:30 pm Letters And Numbers - Two contestants pit their linguistic and numerical skills against 

each other and the clock in this entertaining quiz show. Join host Richard Morecroft along 
with maths whiz Lily Serna and wordsmith David Astle. (Commissioned by SBS) 
(Entertainment Series) (Rpt) G CC   
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6:00 pm Rachel Khoo's Kitchen Notebook: London - Nostalgia - Rachel revamps some of her 

childhood favourites in this episode, and calls into a very unique ‘ice cream lab’. Plus, she 
shows us the secret behind creating the perfect strudel, one of her family’s favourites. 
(Ep.3) (From the UK) (Food Series) (Rpt) G CC   

 
6:30 pm SBS World News - Up-to-date reports and analysis of the major national and international 

news stories of the day in Australia's only world news service. (An SBS Production)   
 
7:30 pm Great American Railroad Journeys - Wilmington To Baltimore - Michael Portillo 

arrives at a milestone on his American journey as he reaches the boundary between the 
northern and southern states, known as the Mason-Dixon line. Beginning in Wilmington, 
North Carolina, he uncovers the history of gunpowder production in Delaware, before 
heading to Baltimore, where he discovers how the first American steam engine owed a lot 
to British technology. On the city's east coast, Michael visits the star-shaped Fort 
McHenry, and learns how the Star-Spangled Banner national anthem was born. (S.1 Ep.6) 
(From the UK) (Documentary Series) (Class. tba) CC  

 
8:35 pm 24 Hours In Emergency - Someone To Love - 38-year-old tree surgeon, Paul is rushed 

into Resus by ambulance from Kent after falling 25 feet from a tree when his harness 
failed, hitting his head on a concrete pole as he landed. Paul has a head wound and is 
complaining of shooting pains in his back as well as pins and needles in his feet. Doctors 
are immediately concerned that he may have injured his spine. Meanwhile 66-year-old 
Anthony, who has recently been diagnosed with Parkinson’s and Prostate cancer, has 
fallen down fifteen stairs at home. (S.6,Ep.3) (From the UK) (Documentary Series) (Rpt) 
M(A) CC   

 
9:35 pm The Secret - Seeing Matthew’s death as God’s full and final punishment for his past sins, 

Colin convinces himself that God will now allow him to prosper, but when he loses all his 
money in a financial scam and his second threatens to leave him, he confesses everything 
to the church and to the police, including the murders of Lesley and Trevor 18 years 
previously.  Colin is imprisoned, and Hazel is arrested, interrogated and charged.   But 
when Hazel pleads Not Guilty, Colin  agrees to appear as the star witness for the 
prosecution, determined to take her down with him. (Part 4 of 4) (From the UK) (Drama 
Series) M(A) CC  **Final Episode** 

 
10:30 pm SBS World News Late Edition - Up-to-date reports and analysis of the major national 

and international news stories of the day in Australia's only world news service. (An SBS 
Production) CC   

 
11:00 pm First Contact - Ray Martin takes six outspoken Aussies into Aboriginal Australia for the 

first time. The six participants are brought to the heart of Aboriginal Australia - Uluru. 
Waiting for the group is award winning journalist, Ray Martin. Ray reveals to the group 
that they will spend the next 24 hours hosted by Aboriginal families in a place where more 
Indigenous people live than just about anywhere else in Australia – Sydney. The 
outspoken Aussies have their views challenged on everything from welfare to Aboriginal 
identity. (Part 1 of 3) (Commissioned by SBS) (Documentary) (Rpt) M(A,L) CC   
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MOVIE: 
12:00 am Human Capital - Human capital begins at the end, as a cyclist is run off the road by a 

careening SUV the night before Christmas Eve. As details emerge of the events leading 
up to the accident, the lives of the well-to-do Bernaschi family, privileged and detached, 
will intertwine with the Ossolas, struggling to keep their comfortable middle-class life, in 
ways neither could have expected. Dino Ossola, in dire financial straits, anticipates the 
birth of twins with his second wife. Meanwhile, Dino’s teenage daughter’s relationship with 
hedge-fund manager Giovanni Bernaschi’s playboy son complicates an already tricky 
social dance of status, money and ambition. (From France & Italy, in Italian & English) 
(Drama) (Movie) (2013) MA(S) CC   

 
 MOVIE: 

2:00 am My Father's Guests - 80-year-old Lucien Paumelle has been a human rights activist for 
decades and his relatives are not surprised when he announces that he is determined to 
help illegal immigrants by giving them shelter in his apartment. But when he decides to 
marry one of them, a vivacious 28-year-old blonde, his two middle-aged children become 
concerned about her motives - and the health of their inheritance. Directed by Anne Le Ny 
and stars Michel Aumont, Fabrice Luchini and Karin Viard. (From France, in French) 
(Comedy) (2010) (Rpt) M(S,L)   

 
3:45 am David Starkey's Music And Monarchy - Revolutions - Dr David Starkey's exploration of 

how the monarchy shaped Britain's music reaches the 17th century, when religious 
conflict threatened not only the lives of musicians and monarchs, but the future of the 
monarchy and the glorious tradition of British music itself. And yet, in the midst of this 
upheaval, royalty presided over a series of musical breakthroughs. Westminster Abbey 
choir sing some of the earliest surviving music to be heard at British coronations, the Band 
of the Life Guards play pieces which Charles I used in battle, and the Academy of Ancient 
Music perform some of the glorious works of arguably the greatest English composer - 
Henry Purcell. (Part 2 of 4) (From the UK) (Documentary) (Rpt) PG CC   

 
4:55 am Destination Flavour Scandinavia Bitesize - Join Adam Liaw as he revisits the highlights 

from his Scandinavian food adventures. (From Australia) (Food) (Rpt) G CC    
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5:00 am CCTV English News - The English language news channel from China Central Television 
(CCTV) in Beijing, the nation's largest national broadcasting network.   

 
5:30 am NHK World English News - News from Japan's Broadcasting Corporation, NHK, 

delivering the latest in business, technology, health, environmental and world news, in 
English.   

 
6:00 am France 24 English News - International news and current affairs television from Paris, 

offering a French perspective on world events, in English.   
 
6:30 am Deutsche Welle English News - News and analysis of the top international and 

European news and current affairs from Berlin, in English.   
 
7:00 am Al Jazeera English News - News via satellite from Al Jazeera Satellite Network, Qatar, in 

English.   
 
7:30 am Italian News - News via satellite from RAI Rome in Italian, no subtitles.   
 
8:10 am Filipino News - News via satellite from ABS-CBN Manila, in Tagalog, no subtitles.   
 
8:40 am French News - News via satellite from FT2 Paris, in French, no subtitles.   
 
9:30 am Greek News From Cyprus - News via satellite from CyBC Cyprus, in Greek, no subtitles.   
 
9:50 am Football 2016: FIFA Futsal World Cup Semi Final - Watch Australia's Footsalroos 

compete agains the world's best teams. Teams TBC. (Sport) (Football/Soccer)    
 
11:15 am Spanish News - News via satellite from RTVE Madrid, in Spanish, no subtitles.   
 
12:00 pm Arabic News - News via satellite from DRTV Dubai, in Arabic, no subtitles.   
 
12:30 pm Turkish News - News via satellite from TRT Turkey, in Turkish, no subtitles.   
 
1:00 pm PBS Newshour - Reviews and analysis of the day's news presented by Gwen Ifill and 

Judy Woodruff for the Public Broadcasting Service (PBS) in the United States.   
 
2:00 pm Contact - Bruce Gilden: Yakuza - This series explores work from iconic agency 

Magnum. This episode profiles American photographer, Bruce Gilden's, work which 
captured the Japanese mobsters of Yazuka. (From Italy, in English) (Documentary Series) 
(Rpt) PG CC   

 
2:35 pm Cathedrals Of Culture - Centre Pompidou - Centre Pompidou, designed by Renzo 

Piano and Richard Rogers in 1977, is both a democratic promise and a playful utopia, 
offering a wide range of culture to a wide array of visitors. Like an airport brimming with 
the excited energy of travellers embarking on journeys, the Centre pulses with the 
anticipatory thrill of visitors heading to art galleries, archives and libraries, performance 
spaces, cinemas, a restaurant and a viewing platform. (From France, in English) 
(Documentary Series) (Rpt) G CC 

 
3:10 pm SBS Flashback - As the melting pot bubbles away, many more Australians are choosing 

to marry outside their ethnic background. At no other time are cultural traditions celebrated 
with such passion as at a wedding. (S.1 Ep.5) (From Australia) (An SBS Production) 
(Entertainment Series) (Short) G CC 
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3:15 pm Italian Americans - Becoming American (1914–1930) - At the turn of the 20th century, 

over four million Italians immigrate to America to start new lives. Although mistrustful of 
government institutions, parents send their children to public school to succeed in 
America. While Italian Americans are forced to worship in the basement of churches 
controlled by the Irish Archdiocese, they take to the streets to reinforce their beliefs and 
culture; anarchists Sacco and Vanzetti are executed, reinforcing stereotypes that plague 
Italian Americans today, while prohibition breeds a new kind of criminal who takes a 
shortcut to success. (From the US) (Documentary Series) (Part 2 of 4) (Rpt) PG CC   

 
4:20 pm British Gardens In Time - Biddulph Grange - This four-part series, narrated by Paul 

Copley, takes a close look at four iconic gardens created during four very different eras. 
Each garden provides a fascinating window into a different century and the people that 
established it. Biddulph Grange, the best-surviving Victorian garden in the country, takes 
the visitor on a whistle-stop journey around the world from China to Egypt in a series of 
gardens connected by tunnels and subterranean passageways. Biddulph was created at 
the height of the British Empire by James Bateman, the son of a wealthy industrialist. 
(From the UK) (Documentary Series) (Part 3 of 4) (Rpt) G CC   

 
5:30 pm Letters And Numbers - Two contestants pit their linguistic and numerical skills against 

each other and the clock in this entertaining quiz show. Join host Richard Morecroft along 
with maths whiz Lily Serna and wordsmith David Astle. (Commissioned by SBS) 
(Entertainment Series) (Rpt) G CC   

 
6:00 pm Rachel Khoo's Kitchen Notebook: London - Fast Food - Exciting and innovative – 

London’s fast food scene is constantly changing and reinventing itself. Rachel samples 
some of the city’s premier (gourmet) fast food, including hot Taiwanese sandwiches and 
Caribbean Jerk Chicken. (Ep.4) (From the UK) (Food Series) (Rpt) G CC   

 
6:30 pm SBS World News - Up-to-date reports and analysis of the major national and international 

news stories of the day in Australia's only world news service. (An SBS Production)   
 
7:30 pm Why Are Thin People Not Fat? - More people are now at risk from obesity than 

starvation. Our diet of ice cream, hamburgers, chocolate and other high-calorie foods is 
making us seriously fat. But while some are getting fatter, there are others who seem to 
be immune to this new disease. Is it all about self-control and exercise? Or do we have a 
natural weight which our bodies strive to maintain despite our fluctuating levels of calorie 
intake and exercise? (From the UK) (Documentary) (Rpt) G CC   

 
8:30 pm Luke Nguyen's Street Food Asia - Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia - Luke meets his friend 

Tana in Brickfiels, filled with a variety of different Indian dishes. Tana escorts him to his 
favourite street food stalls where Luke where Luke tastes delicous sweet and savoury 
treats, including the curry puffs said to provide the consumer with prosperity and 
happiness. Luke meets the famous Mr Hung with a reputation for flying instant noodles 
nearly two stories high; and then heads to Ramal Food Junction where Willy's Satay Stall 
has the best satay in Kuala Lumpur. (S.1 Ep.5) (From Australia) (Food Series) G CC 
**New Episode**    
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9:00 pm Destination Flavour Down Under - Australia: Queensland - It is one tropical surprise 

after another when Adam takes to the road around Rockhampton, beginning his trip at a 
petrol station that’s known for making the best crab sandwiches in the state. He meets a 
fourth-generation farmer producing ginger and watermelon, visits a couple who farm the 
macadamias they use in their ice-cream, and stops in at the famous Eumundi Markets, 
where he picks up ingredients for a magnificent golden pavlova. After picking up a few of 
the region’s famous Moreton Bay bugs, Adam hops back in his 4WD and catches the ferry 
over to Moreton Island for some coastline cruising and cooking. (Commissioned by SBS) 
(Food Series) (Rpt) G CC   

 
9:30 pm Death Row - Blaine Milam - Internationally renowned filmmaker Werner Herzog embarks 

on a dialogue with death-row prisoners and lets them express their views on life and 
death. As Herzog looks deep into these individuals, their stories, and their crimes, his 
penetrating journey into the human soul also becomes a plea for humanity and 
understanding. (Part 1 of 4) (From Germany, in English) (Documentary) (Rpt) M(A) CC   

 
10:30 pm SBS World News Late Edition - Up-to-date reports and analysis of the major national 

and international news stories of the day in Australia's only world news service. (An SBS 
Production) CC   

 
11:00 pm Porn On The Brain - Journalist Martin Daubney is going on a very personal journey to 

discover the truth behind the headlines that warn of the horrific effects that modern online 
pornography may be having on children and young people. Martin’s own son is four and 
when he was born Martin walked away from his job as editor of the lad’s magazine, 
Loaded. In his previous life he was often accused of peddling porn. Today he needs to 
return to the murky subject of pornography to find out what effect it may be having on the 
vulnerable brains of kids. In the program, Martin meets neuroscientists, addiction 
specialists and educators who discuss the effects of hardcore pornography on the 
teenage brain. (From the UK) (Documentary) (Rpt) MA(S,N,A)   

 
 MOVIE: 
12:00 am Burn - Set in the northern Algerian port city of Mostaganem, this heart-wrenching film 

depicts the desperation of young Algerian refugees risking their lives to leave their country 
and illegally cross the ocean to begin a new life in Spain. Directed Merzak Allouache and 
stars Lamia Boussekine, Nabil Asli and Samir El Hakim. (From Algeria and France, in 
Arabic) (Drama) (2009) (Rpt) M (A,V)   

 
1:50 am Ainsley Harriott's Street Food - Madrid - Grilled chorizo, paella and tortilla are now 

some of the staples of global street food but not here, in Madrid. In fact you can’t find any 
street food in Spain’s capital city because it’s banned! Ainsley sets out to discover why the 
food obsessed people of this city don’t have access to street food and discovers an 
underground movement planning to restore Spain’s favourite foods to its rightful place. 
Ainsley’s mission is to learn how and where the locals eat and Madrid is full of surprises. 
Ainsley also discovers that if Madrid had street food it might not have its world famous 
tapas bars and these places are ‘all day’ destinations for salt cod fritters, garlic prawns, 
grilled sardines and delicious tostados. (Ep.9) (From the UK) (Food Series) (Rpt) G CC   
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2:45 am Who Do You Think You Are? - Sheila Hancock - Sheila is a well known and loved 

British actress with a wealth of acting experience in stage, film and television. Her journey 
to find out more about her ancestors takes her to a variety of interesting places. In Italy 
she learns more of her Milan-born father Enrico Hancock's family. She discovers that her 
maternal ancestors descended from the Zurhorst family, mercantile agents involved in the 
shipping trade in the late 18th and early 19th centuries. (From the UK, in English) 
(Documentary Series) (Rpt) G CC   

 
3:55 am Monster Moves - Huge Helicopter - Engineers prepare a Sikorsky S-92 search-and-

rescue helicopter for a journey from America to its new home at the coastguard base at 
Sumburgh on Shetland. The chopper is flown from the factory in Coatesville, New York, to 
upstate Stewart International Airport, where a team readies it for its trip across the Atlantic 
to Glasgow's Prestwick in the hold of an Antonov An-124 jet. (From the UK) 
(Documentary) (Rpt) G CC   

 
4:50 am Seven Minutes In The Warsaw Ghetto - The Warsaw Ghetto, 1942. An eight year old 

boy peeks through a hole in the ghetto wall and sees a carrot lying on the sidewalk just on 
the other side. He tries to pull the carrot through the hole with a piece of wire, unaware 
that two SS men are following his every move. (From Denmark, no dialogue) (Animated 
Short) (Rpt) PG    
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5:00 am CCTV English News - The English language news channel from China Central Television 
(CCTV) in Beijing, the nation's largest national broadcasting network.   

 
5:30 am NHK World English News - News from Japan's Broadcasting Corporation, NHK, 

delivering the latest in business, technology, health, environmental and world news, in 
English.   

 
6:00 am France 24 English News - International news and current affairs television from Paris, 

offering a French perspective on world events, in English.   
 
6:30 am Deutsche Welle English News - News and analysis of the top international and 

European news and current affairs from Berlin, in English.   
 
7:00 am Al Jazeera English News - News via satellite from Al Jazeera Satellite Network, Qatar, in 

English.   
 
7:30 am Italian News - News via satellite from RAI Rome in Italian, no subtitles.   
 
8:10 am Filipino News - News via satellite from ABS-CBN Manila, in Tagalog, no subtitles.   
 
8:40 am French News - News via satellite from FT2 Paris, in French, no subtitles.   
 
9:30 am Greek News From Cyprus - News via satellite from CyBC Cyprus, in Greek, no subtitles.   
 
10:30 am German News - News via satellite from DW Berlin, in German, no subtitles.   
 
11:00 am Spanish News - News via satellite from RTVE Madrid, in Spanish, no subtitles.   
 
12:00 pm Arabic News - News via satellite from DRTV Dubai, in Arabic, no subtitles.   
 
12:30 pm Turkish News - News via satellite from TRT Turkey, in Turkish, no subtitles.   
 
1:00 pm PBS Newshour - Reviews and analysis of the day's news presented by Gwen Ifill and 

Judy Woodruff for the Public Broadcasting Service (PBS) in the United States.   
 
2:00 pm Colour Theory - Dale Harding - This second series looks at emerging artists working 

independently in communities, towns and cities, or working with collectives. These artists 
are producing cutting edge contemporary work that reflects the up and coming artistic 
development within the creative indigenous community, that up until now has had little 
exposure nationally. (S.2 Ep.1) (From Australia) (Arts) (Rpt) G CC   

 
2:30 pm Colour Theory - Lucy Simpson - Yuwaalaraay artist, Lucy Simpson, shows us how 

Aboriginal culture can become part of the fabric of our everyday lives, literally! From 
Walgett to Sydney, Lucy has designs on the way we live. (From Australia) (Arts) (Rpt) G 
CC   

 
3:00 pm The Point Review - NITV National News features the rich diversity of contemporary life 

within Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander communities, broadening and redefining the 
news and current affairs landscape. (An NITV Production)   
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3:30 pm Heston's In Search Of Perfection - Peking Duck - In the quest for the perfect Peking 

duck, Heston first taste tests Peking duck from a local Chinese restaurant against a 
regular roast duck to see the best characteristics of each. He then travels to the city for 
which the dish is named, Beijing, where he finds that Peking duck is not just a dish, but 
part of a ritualized meal using the entire duck. His trip there also focuses his thoughts on 
the necessary components of the finished duck itself: a crispy thin lacquer colored skin, 
and a tender flavorful but not fatty meat. Will he discover the secret to creating the perfect 
peking duck? (S.2,Ep.3) (From the UK) (Food Series) (Rpt) PG CC   

 
4:00 pm Heston's In Search Of Perfection - Fish Pie - Culinary alchemist Heston Blumenthal 

turns his attention to fish pie. Heston starts in Scotland, where he visits Glasgow 
University to learn how langoustines can be affected by stress. Back in Bray, his team of 
scientists experiment with seaweed, various fish and salt mix before heading to the DIY 
store for a squirrel cage. Viewers are invited to download their own seaside soundtrack 
MP3 from the BBC website to accompany their fish pie- making this dish a full seaside 
experience. (S.2,Ep.4) (From the UK) (Food Series) (Rpt) G CC   

 
4:30 pm Who Do You Think You Are? - Davina McCall - Best known in Britain as Big Brother 

host, Davina discovers the truth behind a family story about royal connections and travels 
to France where she uncovers an ancestor to be proud of. Davina's grandmother reveals 
that she believes Davina's great, great, great, great grandfather, James Thomas 
Bedborough, is the illegitimate son of George IV. The trail does indeed lead to Windsor 
but not quite in the way Davina expects. (From the UK) (Documentary Series) (Rpt) PG 
CC   

 
5:30 pm Letters And Numbers - Two contestants pit their linguistic and numerical skills against 

each other and the clock in this entertaining quiz show. Join host Richard Morecroft along 
with maths whiz Lily Serna and wordsmith David Astle. (Commissioned by SBS) 
(Entertainment Series) (Rpt) G CC   

 
6:00 pm Rachel Khoo's Kitchen Notebook: London - Lazy Days - Acclaimed cook and food 

writer Rachel Khoo gets re-acquainted with her home-town of London and its exciting 
lifestyle and fantastic food. In this episode, Rachel slows down the pace a bit and cooks 
comfort food, designed for relaxing - whether it’s on the couch or at a picnic. (Ep.5) (From 
the UK) (Food Series) (Rpt) G CC   

 
6:30 pm SBS World News - Up-to-date reports and analysis of the major national and international 

news stories of the day in Australia's only world news service. (An SBS Production)   
 
7:30 pm Dancing Cheek To Cheek - The Shock of the New - Len Goodman and Lucy Worsley 

discover how the first few decades of the 20th century witnessed the most rapid and 
revolutionary change in the history of British dance. The bold new sound of ragtime music 
arrived on our shores from America and paved the way for wave after wave of new 
dances that would take the dance floor by storm. (Part 3 of 3) (From the UK) 
(Documentary Series) PG CC **Final Episode** 
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 MOVIE: 
8:35 pm Hyde Park On Hudson - In June 1939, the reigning British king (Samuel West) and 

queen (Olivia Colman) visit President (Bill Murray) and Mrs Franklin D. Roosevelt (Olivia 
Williams) at their New York home. War with Germany looms on the horizon, and England 
desperately needs the president's support. An unforgettable weekend unfolds as FDR 
tries to juggle international affairs with the complexities of his domestic arrangement, as 
seen through th eeyes of the president's intimate confidant (Laura Linney). (From the UK) 
(Drama) (Movie) (2012) (Class. tba) CC    

 
10:20 pm SBS World News Late Edition - Up-to-date reports and analysis of the major national 

and international news stories of the day in Australia's only world news service. (An SBS 
Production) CC   

 
 MOVIE: 
11:00 pm Burning Man - An English chef with a chic restaurant on Bondi Beach trying to put his life 

and his relationship with his son back on track while surrounded by women. (From 
Australia) (Movie) (Drama) (2011) MA(A,S,L) CC 

 
1:05 am Hard - When Sophie's husband dies she discovers his secret porn production company 

has been financing their rich lifestyle. To support her family she must take over his 
business, and soon finds she is a natural in the porn industry. (Ep.12) (From France, in 
French) (Drama Series) (Rpt) MA(S)   

 
1:40 am The Bridge - Season 2 of The Bridge sees world-weary Danish inspector Martin Rhode 

team up once again with young smart yet emotionally disconnected Swedish inspector 
Saga Norén 13 months after the events of the first season. In episode one, a coastal 
tanker leaves the Öresund waterway and is headed straight for the Øresund Bridge. When 
the Coast Guard board the ship they discover there is no crew, and three Swedish and 
two Danish youths are chained below deck. (From Denmark, in Swedish and Danish) 
(Drama Series) (Rpt) MA (S) CC 

 
2:45 am The Bridge - Saga and Martin are quarantined, but when the test results come back 

negative, they’re cleared to leave the hospital, and thus continue their investigation. 
They’re assisted by a Swedish and a Danish officer, Rasmus and Pernille. Someone posts 
a video online where four individuals wearing animal masks use signs to claim 
responsibility for the plague. This coincides with several reported deaths as a result of 
eating, among other things, poisoned apples. Saga and Martin are quick to connect the 
two cases. And they realize this is just the beginning. Martin decides to try to confront 
Jens a second time. Saga tries to be the perfect girlfriend, but her boyfriend, Jacob, sees 
right through her. (S.2,Ep.2) (From Denmark, in Swedish and Danish) (Drama Series) 
(Rpt) MA(S) CC 

 
3:50 am The Bridge - Saga and Martin continue hunting down the eco-terrorists and start profiling 

them. The ecoterrorists now know the police are onto them and realise they will have to 
proceed with great caution as they go forward, hoping to be trusted with new and bigger 
operations. But there is a split in the group and Saga and Martin are edging closer. It 
dawns on Saga's boyfriend Jacob that living with her isn't entirely easy. Martin makes 
some progress in his meeting with Jens, but is not sure Jens will ever show remorse. 
(From Denmark, in Swedish and Danish) (Drama Series) (Rpt) M(V,L) CC    
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5:00 am CCTV English News - The English language news channel from China Central Television 
(CCTV) in Beijing, the nation's largest national broadcasting network.   

 
5:30 am NHK World English News - News from Japan's Broadcasting Corporation, NHK, 

delivering the latest in business, technology, health, environmental and world news, in 
English.   

 
6:00 am France 24 English News - International news and current affairs television from Paris, 

offering a French perspective on world events, in English.   
 
6:30 am Deutsche Welle English News - News and analysis of the top international and 

European news and current affairs from Berlin, in English.   
 
7:00 am Al Jazeera English News - News via satellite from Al Jazeera Satellite Network, Qatar, in 

English.   
 
7:30 am Italian News - News via satellite from RAI Rome in Italian, no subtitles.   
 
8:10 am Filipino News - News via satellite from ABS-CBN Manila, in Tagalog, no subtitles.   
 
8:40 am French News - News via satellite from FT2 Paris, in French, no subtitles.   
 
9:30 am Greek News From Cyprus - News via satellite from CyBC Cyprus, in Greek, no subtitles.   
 
10:30 am German News - News via satellite from DW Berlin, in German, no subtitles.   
 
11:00 am Spanish News - News via satellite from RTVE Madrid, in Spanish, no subtitles.   
 
12:00 pm Arabic News - News via satellite from DRTV Dubai, in Arabic, no subtitles.   
 
12:30 pm Turkish News - News via satellite from TRT Turkey, in Turkish, no subtitles.   
 
1:00 pm PBS Newshour - Reviews and analysis of the day's news presented by Gwen Ifill and 

Judy Woodruff for the Public Broadcasting Service (PBS) in the United States.   
 
2:00 pm Small Business Secrets - This episode checks out booming niche businesses: from 

Vietnamese pork roll chain Destination Roll about their expansion plans, to the Indigenous 
printing company Print Junction, which is growing in the midst of a declining sector. In 
Orange, NRL Bulldogs legend Peter Mortimer gives a tour of his winery Mortimers Wines. 
Explore the booming niche of high-end dog grooming and chat to Saibu no Akuma about 
bringing bespoke men's fashion back with the help of MYOB. (S.1 Ep.9) (An SBS 
Production) (Documentary Series) (Class. tba) CC **Encore**  

 
2:30 pm The Car That Money Can't Buy - Classic car fanatic Mark Evans goes in search of the 

world’s most exclusive car: the Jaguar Lightweight E Type. This is a car that no amount of 
money can buy, you have to be invited to purchase it. When Jaguar made the original 
Lightweight E Type in 1963, it was the most advanced sports car the world had ever seen. 
18 were planned but only 12 were ever built. Now, half a century later, Jaguar is finishing 
what it started. But, so prestigious are these vehicles, no-one knows who the owners are. 
In this film, Mark goes on a detective journey to demystify the legend of the Lightweight E 
Type as well as trying to meet the UK-based owners who are lucky enough to drive them. 
(From the UK) (Documentary) (Rpt) G CC   
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3:25 pm The Classic Car Show - Quentin tells us why we were wrong not to buy a Ferrari 

Testarossa five years ago when they were 25,000 pound because now they’ve 
appreciated to 60,000 pound and are still rising. The Testarossa is a dramatic 80s icon 
that’s more sinned against than sinning and surprisingly easy to drive. This crowd-
stopping Ferrari is now an investors darling and for all the right reasons. Quentin takes it 
for a spin around downtown Los Angeles and shows us why it’s on his all-time classic list. 
(Ep.11) (From the UK) (Documentary) (Rpt) PG CC   

 
4:20 pm The Story Of Luxury - Ancient Greece: Nothing In Excess? - Luxury isn't just a 

question of expensive and the beautiful objects for the rich and the powerful. It has always 
been much more - and much more important - than that especially in the ancient and 
mediaeval worlds. In this first episode, historian Dr Michael Scott follows the debate about 
luxury which convulsed ancient Greece from the beginning of the classical era. (Part 1 of 
2) (From the UK) (Documentary) (Rpt) PG CC   
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EASTERN STATES (NSW, ACT, VIC, TAS) 

 
5:25 pm Who Do You Think You Are? - Alexander Armstrong - Comedian Alexander Armstrong 

always knew his family background was likely to be privileged, but he's keen to find out 
exactly how posh he is. Appropriately enough, Alexander's journey begins with Burke's 
Irish Landed Gentry, a register of Britain's landed families. He quickly finds his own name 
listed under his mother's family name, McCausland, and decides to follow this line to learn 
more. Moving up the family tree, he uncovers a relative who held an honoured position in 
the Royal household of the day. (From the UK) (Documentary Series) (Rpt) PG CC   

 
6:30 pm SBS World News - Up-to-date reports and analysis of the major national and international 

news stories of the day in Australia's only world news service. (An SBS Production)   
 
7:35 pm Million Dollar American Princesses – Beautiful and Doomed - Elizabeth McGovern 

explores the bittersweet stories of Woolworths heiress Barbara Hutton, the original poor 
little rich girl; rebellious beauty Clara Ward, who scandalized 19th Century society by 
posing for erotic photos; and Kathleen 'Kick' Kennedy whose journey for love led to 
tragedy. (S.2 Ep.3) (From the US) (Documentary Series) (Class. tba) CC    

 
8:30 pm Grand Tours of the Scottish Islands - Islands Of The Forth: Fortress Islands Of The 

Forth - Paul Murton explores the islands scattered in the Firth of Forth. He discovers that 
these seemingly peaceful islands have a dramatic history of war; from Medieval English 
raids on the monastic island retreat of Inchcolm to the first air raid attack on Britain above 
Inchgarvie. Paul learns about the strategic importance of Inchkeith’s defences during two 
world wars, before heading to the Bass Rock, to learn more about the history of prisoners 
incarcerated on the unforgiving rock, with 160,000 gannets for company. (From the UK) 
(Documentary) (Rpt) G CC   

 
9:00 pm Premier League: Swansea V Liverpool LIVE - SBS football reporter Lucy Zelic and SBS 

football analyst and former Crystal Palace player Craig Foster host live coverage as 
Swansea take on Liverpool. (Sport) (Football/Soccer) **Live** 

 
11:50 pm Cycling: Giro Di Lombardia 2016 - Live coverage of the 110th ediiton of the Tour of 

Lombardy in Northern Italy and the final one-day classic race for the 2016 season. With a 
reputation as a climbers' race, it's a tough and gruelling course and the last chance of the 
season for Grand Tour riders to secure a victory. (Cycling) **Live**  

 
1:20 am Baisikeli - From the small town of Iten, 2,300m above the Rift Valley in Kenya, to the raw 

energy of Kigali, Rwanda, this is a story about the potential of African cycling and its ability 
to restore faith to this most beautiful, difficult and enigmatic of sports. Could Africa be the 
next cycling powerhouse? This powerful and emotional documentary follows the Kenyan 
National Cycling team as they hope to emulate the success of their running brothers and 
make a career in the sport. (From South Africa, in English) (Documentary) (Rpt) G CC   

 
1:55 am Destination Flavour Scandinavia Bitesize - Join Adam Liaw as he revisits the highlights 

from his Scandinavian food adventures. (From Australia) (Food) (Rpt) G CC   
 
3:00 am Greece: The Lost Signal Of Democracy - This is a fascinating examination of the events 

leading up to and surrounding the closure of Greek public broadcaster ERT in June 2013.  
(From Belgium & Greece, in Greek & English) (Documentary) (Rpt) PG CC   
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EASTERN STATES (NSW, ACT, VIC, TAS) 

 
4:00 am Bureau 06 - This is the dramatic story of ‘Bureau 06’, the team of police investigators 

formed for the intent purpose of investigating and preparing the grave charges brought up 
by the Jewish people against Adolf Eichmann, for the trial that took place in Jerusalem in 
1961. This was the trial that presented the story of the Jewish Holocaust to the entire 
world. The program tells the unique stories of the investigators, their hardships and the 
emotional turmoil they experienced. Among them is the story of Avner Less, Adolf 
Eichmann's personal interrogator, who spent more than 275 hours questioning Eichmann. 
(From Israel, in Hebrew and German) (Documentary) (Rpt) PG CC 

 
5:00 am CCTV English News - The English language news channel from China Central Television 

(CCTV) in Beijing, the nation's largest national broadcasting network.  Sunday October 
2nd 

 
5:20 am Football 2016: FIFA Futsal World Cup Final - Coverage of the FIFA Futsal World Cup 

Final. Watch as Australia's Futsalroos in action as they compete agains the world's best 
teams. Teams TBC. (From Colombia) (Football/Soccer)  **Live** Sunday October 2nd 
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Saturday October 1st, 2016 
SOUTH AUSTRALIA 

 
5:25 pm Who Do You Think You Are? - Alexander Armstrong - Comedian Alexander Armstrong 

always knew his family background was likely to be privileged, but he's keen to find out 
exactly how posh he is. Appropriately enough, Alexander's journey begins with Burke's 
Irish Landed Gentry, a register of Britain's landed families. He quickly finds his own name 
listed under his mother's family name, McCausland, and decides to follow this line to learn 
more. Moving up the family tree, he uncovers a relative who held an honoured position in 
the Royal household of the day. (From the UK) (Documentary Series) (Rpt) PG CC   

 
6:30 pm SBS World News - Up-to-date reports and analysis of the major national and international 

news stories of the day in Australia's only world news service. (An SBS Production)   
 
7:35 pm Million Dollar American Princesses – Beautiful and Doomed - Elizabeth McGovern 

explores the bittersweet stories of Woolworths heiress Barbara Hutton, the original poor 
little rich girl; rebellious beauty Clara Ward, who scandalized 19th Century society by 
posing for erotic photos; and Kathleen 'Kick' Kennedy whose journey for love led to 
tragedy. (S.2 Ep.3) (From the US) (Documentary Series) (Class. tba) CC    

 
8:30 pm Premier League: Swansea V Liverpool LIVE - SBS football reporter Lucy Zelic and SBS 

football analyst and former Crystal Palace player Craig Foster host live coverage as 
Swansea take on Liverpool. (Sport) (Football/Soccer) **Live** 

 
11:20 pm Cycling: Giro Di Lombardia 2016 - Live coverage of the 110th ediiton of the Tour of 

Lombardy in Northern Italy and the final one-day classic race for the 2016 season. With a 
reputation as a climbers' race, it's a tough and gruelling course and the last chance of the 
season for Grand Tour riders to secure a victory. (Cycling) **Live**  

 
12:50 am Baisikeli - From the small town of Iten, 2,300m above the Rift Valley in Kenya, to the raw 

energy of Kigali, Rwanda, this is a story about the potential of African cycling and its ability 
to restore faith to this most beautiful, difficult and enigmatic of sports. Could Africa be the 
next cycling powerhouse? This powerful and emotional documentary follows the Kenyan 
National Cycling team as they hope to emulate the success of their running brothers and 
make a career in the sport. (From South Africa, in English) (Documentary) (Rpt) G CC   

 
1:20 am Grand Tours of the Scottish Islands - Islands Of The Forth: Fortress Islands Of The 

Forth - Paul Murton explores the islands scattered in the Firth of Forth. He discovers that 
these seemingly peaceful islands have a dramatic history of war; from Medieval English 
raids on the monastic island retreat of Inchcolm to the first air raid attack on Britain above 
Inchgarvie. Paul learns about the strategic importance of Inchkeith’s defences during two 
world wars, before heading to the Bass Rock, to learn more about the history of prisoners 
incarcerated on the unforgiving rock, with 160,000 gannets for company. (From the UK) 
(Documentary) (Rpt) G CC   

 
1:55 am Destination Flavour Scandinavia Bitesize - Join Adam Liaw as he revisits the highlights 

from his Scandinavian food adventures. (From Australia) (Food) (Rpt) G CC   
 
3:00 am Greece: The Lost Signal Of Democracy - This is a fascinating examination of the events 

leading up to and surrounding the closure of Greek public broadcaster ERT in June 2013.  
(From Belgium & Greece, in Greek & English) (Documentary) (Rpt) PG CC   
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SOUTH AUSTRALIA 

 
4:00 am Food Lovers' Guide To Australia - Maeve O'Meara and Joanna Savill continue to 

explore the best food and produce around. In this episode, a pair of young indigenous 
women travel the outback to cook at a huge bush carnival; the making of syrupy Lebanese 
baklava from Abla's Pastry; and a samphire (sea-asparagus) dish from Kangaroo Island. 
(An SBS Production) (Food Series) (Rpt) G CC   

 
4:30 am Continental Drift - Croatia, 1999. A delicate drama, in which a young woman discovers 

the bittersweet poignancy of ephemeral romance, and the uncanny intimacy between 
strangers, amidst echoes of war. (Australia) (Short Film) (Drama) (2012) (Rpt) MA(L) CC 

 
4:50 am Football 2016: FIFA Futsal World Cup Final - Coverage of the FIFA Futsal World Cup 

Final. Watch as Australia's Futsalroos in action as they compete agains the world's best 
teams. Teams TBC. (From Colombia) (Football/Soccer)  **Live** 

 
7:00 am Al Jazeera English News - News via satellite from Al Jazeera Satellite Network, Qatar, in 

English.  Sunday October 2nd 
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Saturday October 1st, 2016 
QUEENSLAND 

 
5:25 pm Who Do You Think You Are? - Alexander Armstrong - Comedian Alexander Armstrong 

always knew his family background was likely to be privileged, but he's keen to find out 
exactly how posh he is. Appropriately enough, Alexander's journey begins with Burke's 
Irish Landed Gentry, a register of Britain's landed families. He quickly finds his own name 
listed under his mother's family name, McCausland, and decides to follow this line to learn 
more. Moving up the family tree, he uncovers a relative who held an honoured position in 
the Royal household of the day. (From the UK) (Documentary Series) (Rpt) PG CC   

 
6:30 pm SBS World News - Up-to-date reports and analysis of the major national and international 

news stories of the day in Australia's only world news service. (An SBS Production)   
 
7:35 pm Million Dollar American Princesses – Beautiful and Doomed - Elizabeth McGovern 

explores the bittersweet stories of Woolworths heiress Barbara Hutton, the original poor 
little rich girl; rebellious beauty Clara Ward, who scandalized 19th Century society by 
posing for erotic photos; and Kathleen 'Kick' Kennedy whose journey for love led to 
tragedy. (S.2 Ep.3) (From the US) (Documentary Series) (Class. tba) CC    

 
8:30 pm Grand Tours of the Scottish Islands - Islands Of The Forth: Fortress Islands Of The 

Forth - Paul Murton explores the islands scattered in the Firth of Forth. He discovers that 
these seemingly peaceful islands have a dramatic history of war; from Medieval English 
raids on the monastic island retreat of Inchcolm to the first air raid attack on Britain above 
Inchgarvie. Paul learns about the strategic importance of Inchkeith’s defences during two 
world wars, before heading to the Bass Rock, to learn more about the history of prisoners 
incarcerated on the unforgiving rock, with 160,000 gannets for company. (From the UK) 
(Documentary) (Rpt) G CC   

 
9:00 pm Premier League: Swansea V Liverpool LIVE - SBS football reporter Lucy Zelic and SBS 

football analyst and former Crystal Palace player Craig Foster host live coverage as 
Swansea take on Liverpool. (Sport) (Football/Soccer) **Live** 

 
11:50 pm Cycling: Giro Di Lombardia 2016 - Live coverage of the 110th ediiton of the Tour of 

Lombardy in Northern Italy and the final one-day classic race for the 2016 season. With a 
reputation as a climbers' race, it's a tough and gruelling course and the last chance of the 
season for Grand Tour riders to secure a victory. (Cycling) **Live**  

 
1:20 am Baisikeli - From the small town of Iten, 2,300m above the Rift Valley in Kenya, to the raw 

energy of Kigali, Rwanda, this is a story about the potential of African cycling and its ability 
to restore faith to this most beautiful, difficult and enigmatic of sports. Could Africa be the 
next cycling powerhouse? This powerful and emotional documentary follows the Kenyan 
National Cycling team as they hope to emulate the success of their running brothers and 
make a career in the sport. (From South Africa, in English) (Documentary) (Rpt) G CC   

 
1:55 am Destination Flavour Scandinavia Bitesize - Join Adam Liaw as he revisits the highlights 

from his Scandinavian food adventures. (From Australia) (Food) (Rpt) G CC   
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QUEENSLAND 

 
2:00 am Bureau 06 - This is the dramatic story of ‘Bureau 06’, the team of police investigators 

formed for the intent purpose of investigating and preparing the grave charges brought up 
by the Jewish people against Adolf Eichmann, for the trial that took place in Jerusalem in 
1961. This was the trial that presented the story of the Jewish Holocaust to the entire 
world. The program tells the unique stories of the investigators, their hardships and the 
emotional turmoil they experienced. Among them is the story of Avner Less, Adolf 
Eichmann's personal interrogator, who spent more than 275 hours questioning Eichmann. 
(From Israel, in Hebrew and German) (Documentary) (Rpt) PG CC  

 
3:00 am Greece: The Lost Signal Of Democracy - This is a fascinating examination of the events 

leading up to and surrounding the closure of Greek public broadcaster ERT in June 2013.  
(From Belgium & Greece, in Greek & English) (Documentary) (Rpt) PG CC   

 
4:00 am Continental Drift - Croatia, 1999. A delicate drama, in which a young woman discovers 

the bittersweet poignancy of ephemeral romance, and the uncanny intimacy between 
strangers, amidst echoes of war. (Australia) (Short Film) (Drama) (2012) (Rpt) MA(L) CC 

 
4:20 am Football 2016: FIFA Futsal World Cup Final - Coverage of the FIFA Futsal World Cup 

Final. Watch as Australia's Futsalroos in action as they compete agains the world's best 
teams. Teams TBC. (From Colombia) (Football/Soccer)  **Live** 

 
6:30 am Deutsche Welle English News - News and analysis of the top international and 

European news and current affairs from Berlin, in English. Sunday October 2nd  
 
7:00 am Al Jazeera English News - News via satellite from Al Jazeera Satellite Network, Qatar, in 

English.  Sunday October 2nd 
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Saturday October 1st, 2016 
NORTHERN TERRITORY 

 
5:25 pm Who Do You Think You Are? - Alexander Armstrong - Comedian Alexander Armstrong 

always knew his family background was likely to be privileged, but he's keen to find out 
exactly how posh he is. Appropriately enough, Alexander's journey begins with Burke's 
Irish Landed Gentry, a register of Britain's landed families. He quickly finds his own name 
listed under his mother's family name, McCausland, and decides to follow this line to learn 
more. Moving up the family tree, he uncovers a relative who held an honoured position in 
the Royal household of the day. (From the UK) (Documentary Series) (Rpt) PG CC   

 
6:30 pm SBS World News - Up-to-date reports and analysis of the major national and international 

news stories of the day in Australia's only world news service. (An SBS Production)   
 
7:35 pm Million Dollar American Princesses – Beautiful and Doomed - Elizabeth McGovern 

explores the bittersweet stories of Woolworths heiress Barbara Hutton, the original poor 
little rich girl; rebellious beauty Clara Ward, who scandalized 19th Century society by 
posing for erotic photos; and Kathleen 'Kick' Kennedy whose journey for love led to 
tragedy. (S.2 Ep.3) (From the US) (Documentary Series) (Class. tba) CC    

 
8:30 pm Premier League: Swansea V Liverpool LIVE - SBS football reporter Lucy Zelic and SBS 

football analyst and former Crystal Palace player Craig Foster host live coverage as 
Swansea take on Liverpool. (Sport) (Football/Soccer) **Live** 

 
11:20 pm Cycling: Giro Di Lombardia 2016 - Live coverage of the 110th ediiton of the Tour of 

Lombardy in Northern Italy and the final one-day classic race for the 2016 season. With a 
reputation as a climbers' race, it's a tough and gruelling course and the last chance of the 
season for Grand Tour riders to secure a victory. (Cycling) **Live**  

 
12:50 am Baisikeli - From the small town of Iten, 2,300m above the Rift Valley in Kenya, to the raw 

energy of Kigali, Rwanda, this is a story about the potential of African cycling and its ability 
to restore faith to this most beautiful, difficult and enigmatic of sports. Could Africa be the 
next cycling powerhouse? This powerful and emotional documentary follows the Kenyan 
National Cycling team as they hope to emulate the success of their running brothers and 
make a career in the sport. (From South Africa, in English) (Documentary) (Rpt) G CC   

 
1:20 am Grand Tours of the Scottish Islands - Islands Of The Forth: Fortress Islands Of The 

Forth - Paul Murton explores the islands scattered in the Firth of Forth. He discovers that 
these seemingly peaceful islands have a dramatic history of war; from Medieval English 
raids on the monastic island retreat of Inchcolm to the first air raid attack on Britain above 
Inchgarvie. Paul learns about the strategic importance of Inchkeith’s defences during two 
world wars, before heading to the Bass Rock, to learn more about the history of prisoners 
incarcerated on the unforgiving rock, with 160,000 gannets for company. (From the UK) 
(Documentary) (Rpt) G CC   

 
1:55 am Destination Flavour Scandinavia Bitesize - Join Adam Liaw as he revisits the highlights 

from his Scandinavian food adventures. (From Australia) (Food) (Rpt) G CC   
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Saturday October 1st, 2016 
NORTHERN TERRITORY 

 
2:00 am Bureau 06 - This is the dramatic story of ‘Bureau 06’, the team of police investigators 

formed for the intent purpose of investigating and preparing the grave charges brought up 
by the Jewish people against Adolf Eichmann, for the trial that took place in Jerusalem in 
1961. This was the trial that presented the story of the Jewish Holocaust to the entire 
world. The program tells the unique stories of the investigators, their hardships and the 
emotional turmoil they experienced. Among them is the story of Avner Less, Adolf 
Eichmann's personal interrogator, who spent more than 275 hours questioning Eichmann. 
(From Israel, in Hebrew and German) (Documentary) (Rpt) PG CC 

 
3:00 am Food Lovers' Guide To Australia - Maeve O'Meara and Joanna Savill continue to 

explore the best food and produce around. In this episode, a pair of young indigenous 
women travel the outback to cook at a huge bush carnival; the making of syrupy Lebanese 
baklava from Abla's Pastry; and a samphire (sea-asparagus) dish from Kangaroo Island. 
(An SBS Production) (Food Series) (Rpt) G CC   

 
3:30 am Continental Drift - Croatia, 1999. A delicate drama, in which a young woman discovers 

the bittersweet poignancy of ephemeral romance, and the uncanny intimacy between 
strangers, amidst echoes of war. (Australia) (Short Film) (Drama) (2012) (Rpt) MA(L) CC 

 
3:50 am Football 2016: FIFA Futsal World Cup Final - Coverage of the FIFA Futsal World Cup 

Final. Watch as Australia's Futsalroos in action as they compete agains the world's best 
teams. Teams TBC. (From Colombia) (Football/Soccer)  **Live** 

 
6:00 am France 24 English News - International news and current affairs television from Paris, 

offering a French perspective on world events, in English. Sunday October 2nd   
 
6:30 am Deutsche Welle English News - News and analysis of the top international and 

European news and current affairs from Berlin, in English. Sunday October 2nd  
 
7:00 am Al Jazeera English News - News via satellite from Al Jazeera Satellite Network, Qatar, in 

English.  Sunday October 2nd 
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Saturday October 1st, 2016 
WESTERN AUSTRALIA 

 
5:25 pm Grand Tours of the Scottish Islands - Islands Of The Forth: Fortress Islands Of The 

Forth - Paul Murton explores the islands scattered in the Firth of Forth. He discovers that 
these seemingly peaceful islands have a dramatic history of war; from Medieval English 
raids on the monastic island retreat of Inchcolm to the first air raid attack on Britain above 
Inchgarvie. Paul learns about the strategic importance of Inchkeith’s defences during two 
world wars, before heading to the Bass Rock, to learn more about the history of prisoners 
incarcerated on the unforgiving rock, with 160,000 gannets for company. (From the UK) 
(Documentary) (Rpt) G CC   

 
6:00 pm SBS World News - Up-to-date reports and analysis of the major national and international 

news stories of the day in Australia's only world news service. (An SBS Production)   
 
7:00 pm Premier League: Swansea V Liverpool LIVE - SBS football reporter Lucy Zelic and SBS 

football analyst and former Crystal Palace player Craig Foster host live coverage as 
Swansea take on Liverpool. (Sport) (Football/Soccer) **Live** 

 
9:50 pm Cycling: Giro Di Lombardia 2016 - Live coverage of the 110th ediiton of the Tour of 

Lombardy in Northern Italy and the final one-day classic race for the 2016 season. With a 
reputation as a climbers' race, it's a tough and gruelling course and the last chance of the 
season for Grand Tour riders to secure a victory. (Cycling) **Live**  

 
11:20 am Baisikeli - From the small town of Iten, 2,300m above the Rift Valley in Kenya, to the raw 

energy of Kigali, Rwanda, this is a story about the potential of African cycling and its ability 
to restore faith to this most beautiful, difficult and enigmatic of sports. Could Africa be the 
next cycling powerhouse? This powerful and emotional documentary follows the Kenyan 
National Cycling team as they hope to emulate the success of their running brothers and 
make a career in the sport. (From South Africa, in English) (Documentary) (Rpt) G CC   

 
11:50 pm Million Dollar American Princesses – Beautiful and Doomed - Elizabeth McGovern 

explores the bittersweet stories of Woolworths heiress Barbara Hutton, the original poor 
little rich girl; rebellious beauty Clara Ward, who scandalized 19th Century society by 
posing for erotic photos; and Kathleen 'Kick' Kennedy whose journey for love led to 
tragedy. (S.2 Ep.3) (From the US) (Documentary Series) (Class. tba) CC    

 
12:45 pm Who Do You Think You Are? - Alexander Armstrong - Comedian Alexander Armstrong 

always knew his family background was likely to be privileged, but he's keen to find out 
exactly how posh he is. Appropriately enough, Alexander's journey begins with Burke's 
Irish Landed Gentry, a register of Britain's landed families. He quickly finds his own name 
listed under his mother's family name, McCausland, and decides to follow this line to learn 
more. Moving up the family tree, he uncovers a relative who held an honoured position in 
the Royal household of the day. (From the UK) (Documentary Series) (Rpt) PG CC   

 
1:55 am Destination Flavour Scandinavia Bitesize - Join Adam Liaw as he revisits the highlights 

from his Scandinavian food adventures. (From Australia) (Food) (Rpt) G CC   
 
2:00 am Continental Drift - Croatia, 1999. A delicate drama, in which a young woman discovers 

the bittersweet poignancy of ephemeral romance, and the uncanny intimacy between 
strangers, amidst echoes of war. (Australia) (Short Film) (Drama) (2012) (Rpt) MA(L) CC 

 
2:20 am Football 2016: FIFA Futsal World Cup Final - Coverage of the FIFA Futsal World Cup 

Final. Watch as Australia's Futsalroos in action as they compete agains the world's best 
teams. Teams TBC. (From Colombia) (Football/Soccer)  **Live** 
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Saturday October 1st, 2016 
WESTERN AUSTRALIA 

 
4:30 am Food Lovers' Guide To Australia - Maeve O'Meara and Joanna Savill continue to 

explore the best food and produce around. In this episode, a pair of young indigenous 
women travel the outback to cook at a huge bush carnival; the making of syrupy Lebanese 
baklava from Abla's Pastry; and a samphire (sea-asparagus) dish from Kangaroo Island. 
(An SBS Production) (Food Series) (Rpt) G CC   

 
5:00 am CCTV English News - The English language news channel from China Central Television 

(CCTV) in Beijing, the nation's largest national broadcasting network.  Sunday October 
2nd 

 
5:30 am NHK World English News - News from Japan's Broadcasting Corporation, NHK, 

delivering the latest in business, technology, health, environmental and world news, in 
English.  Sunday October 2nd 

 
5:45 am France 24 Feature - News feature in English from France 24, Paris  
 
6:00 am France 24 English News - International news and current affairs television from Paris, 

offering a French perspective on world events, in English. Sunday October 2nd  
 
6:30 am Deutsche Welle English News - News and analysis of the top international and 

European news and current affairs from Berlin, in English. Sunday October 2nd   
 
7:00 am Al Jazeera English News - News via satellite from Al Jazeera Satellite Network, Qatar, in 

English.  Sunday October 2nd 

 
 
 
 

Sunday October 2nd, 2016 
ALL MARKETS REJOIN 

 
7:30 am Italian News - News via satellite from RAI Rome in Italian, no subtitles.   

 


